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Wonder where
that sculpture
came from and
what it means?
Sara Prins

Sara Prins

Workers in specially designed suits and breathing masks clean up the asbestos in the old art building.
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Art building revamped
Andrea Vander Wilt
Staff Writer

Need a bike?
This guy might
be able to help
you out ...
Page 5

Construction on the former art
building is in full swing as plans to
remodel
the building
for the
Business and Advancement Offices
are carried out.
Construction on the building
has been "in the long term plan for
years,"
according
to
Arlan
Nederhoff,
Vice President
of
Business Affairs. The original plan
was to counect the old art building
to the classroom building, but that
is heing delayed because it would b
e more prudent to wait until the
education pod is remodeled.

As of right now work is being
done to rid the building of the
asbestos in the ceiling, floor tiles
and pipes. Ashestos, a fire resistant
substance used in the construction
of the building, can cause lung cancer if airborne, so ridding the building of it is a lengthy process. Once
this is complete the building will be
gutted and turned into offices, with
one half going to the Business
Office and the other half going to
the Advancement Office.
Work is also being done to add
a new storm sewer drainage system
to help control water run-off from
the building. The sidewalk ruuning
next to the building was tom up to

place pipes running to a drain
underground. This will hopefully
eliminate the standing water that
accumulates on this sidewalk.
Since the work started on this
building, the art department lias
relocated to temporary spots all
over campus. The offices have been
placed where the old president's
office was, and some classes have
been moved to the upper lobby of
the old gym.
Once the Advancement Office
is moved, the art department will
also get that space. When the
Business Office moves, the space
will be used
for Computer
Services, the math department, and

possibly the theatre arts department.
When construction is complete
there will be some small additions
to the old art building, but none of
this will affect the G
, located
outside the classroom building.
Even if the buildings are counected
the GIFT will not be affected.
Popema-Sikkema is doing the
construction work for the project;
Visser Bros. is doing the mechanical work; and Noteboom Electric is
doing the electrical work. "The
project will cost a little over a million when completed ... and will
hopefully be completed in midMay to early June," Nederhoffsaid.

Trite on the money

The Dordt
Blades are off
to a flying start.
Page 8

Fast
Forward

4··.,.·.,
Jill Hiemstra
staff Writer

The Price is Trite expects large crowd this Saturday! Don't miss it!
Jessica Braunschwieg began as a way to get more activities on camStaff Writer pus has become one of the most anticipated
When "the price is right," you can't go events of the year. As far as corny goes, we
wrong! That phrase has proven true over the here in Iowa cannot argue with that.
years with the start and continuing tradition of
Everything is absolutely free, thanks to the
Dordt's very own spin-off of the game show help of many local area businesses who have
The Price is Right.
made countless donations. Some of this year's
After much improvement to several of the prizes include: Nike sunglasses, a chair from
games thanks to Dordt Maintenance,
this
Interstate Electric, movie passes, hats, t-shirts,
year's show is bound to be better than ever! It an orthopedic pillow, tanning minutes
and
all takes place on Saturday, November I, in the hair products.
BJ. Haan. Doors will open at 7:00 p.m. for the
This year's cast includes Seth Shannon as
dehut at 7:30 p.m.
Bob Barker and Dan Oldenkamp announcing
Interestingly enough, a definition of trite
as Rod Rodie. Beauties will be Tami De Jong,
includes: unoriginal, cliched and corny. It cerKasey Mallekoote, Molli Vander Klok, Molly
tainly isn't original, but the game show that McLaughlin and Andrea Van Wyk.

The Great Plains Tour
Dordt College is offering a
tour of the stunning Great Plains in
the comfort of a coach bus. Led by
history guide Dr. James Schaap
and environmental guide Dr. Robb
De Haan, this tour is for 'adult
adventurers' who are eager to learn
about the history and environment
of the Midwest. The trip takes

place on June 6-12, 2004, starting
in Sioux City, Iowa, and ending in
Pierre, South Dakota. The trip
costs $250 plus hotel accommodations and food expenses.

Dordt Professor Honored
With Literacy Award
Professor David Schelhaas
received the 2003 Literacy Award
this year from the Iowa Council of

Lois Garrett

and science blend together in th is
led mural, found on the second floor
filM science building.

Teachers
of
English in a ceremony held on
October 10 in Des Moines. This
award is given to educators who
have contributed
to language
development and the learning of
literacy in the state ofIowa.
Professor Schelhaas has been
teaching English at Dordt since
1988, has been published in religious journals and has written arti-

c1es for the English Journal. He is
undoubtedly
an asset to Dordt
College.

Bread for the World Plans
Trick-or- Treat for Charity
Halloween night, feel free to
help collect canned foods door-todoor. Meet at the Eckardt Lounge
at 6: 15 pm for directions.

-
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Physics Students
test age-Old
experiments
Bethany Fopma
Staff Writer

Beka Schreur

Chuck Dennie, lead vocalist/guitarist for the band "By the
Tree," plays the electric guitar, but tries to avoid the
acoustic.

Positive Airwaves turns the
campus into tree huggers
Rosie Grantham
Staff Writer
"Sunburn" and "By The Tree" took the stage at Dordt College this
past Sunday night. The two bands, out of Phoenix and Nashville, entertaioed Dordt students and Sioux Centerites alike with their upbeat
music and lively stage personalities. Sunburn opened for By the Tree,
playing songs ranging from their first song together to covering "Sadie
Hawkins Dance" by Reliant K. When By The Tree came on the scene,
they played their own songs, as well as covering tunes popular with
college students such as "The Distance" by Cake and "Lose Yourself',
by acclaimed white chocolate rapper Eminem. In addition, By the Tree
closed their concert with a rendition of the "Inspector Gadget" theme
that included freestyle rapping by the lead guitarist; a man well on his
way to becoming a quality Eminem impersonator.
But none of this would have been possible without the good people working behiod the scenes at Positive Airwaves, a club at Dordt
College dedicated to makiog good music available to students and the
surrounding community. And whether that means providing transportation, buyiog CDs for Dordt's library, or bringing the band to campus, Positive Airwaves will get the job done. "Last year we were able
to find people willing to donate to Positive Airwaves, so that we were
able to offer Newsboys tickets for $10 apiece. We ended up taking
about 75 students to the concert," says Club President Mike Elders.
The amount of time Positive Airwaves meets each month varies,
but Elders told the Diamond that P.A. has been meeting every week
this semester to discuss concerts, fundraising and purchasing more
CDs for Dordt's library. "Concerts seem to be what most people are
interested in," says Elders, "and offering students a way to go to these
concerts is what P.A is all about." When asked what Positive Airwaves
has cooking up in the future, Elders pondered carefully before answering: "We're definitely looking at some [band] names for another concert next semester, but nothing is set yet." So, we'll just have to wait
and see what Positive Airwaves turns out with next.

Out '0' About
Ann Renee Andree
News Editor
In/ormation compiled/rom

www.globeandmail.com

Homosexuality may split Anglican Church
The consecration this Sunday of Reverend Gene
Robinson, the gay bishop-designate from New Hampshire,
may cause a schism in worldwide Anglican communion.
Those opposed argue that homosexuality is explicitly
condemned in the Bible. In I Corinthians, it is the top moral
failing that occurs when people turn away from God.
Canon Robinson argues, "[Anglicans] don't deal with
everything in black and white. There are shades of gray and
together as a community we figure out what those are."

The modem physics class has spent many hours
conducting experiments, detecting experimental
flaws and finding ways to correct those errors. Each
group of students conducted two experiments and
reported their findings on two different posters--a
half-semester's
worth of work documented on
posters in the main lobby of the science building.
The class performed the experiments in the
modern physics laboratory using relatively simple
equipment. The students basically replicated historically classic experiments. One experiment measured the charge of an electron, another measured the
charge divided by mass. Jeremy Kuiper and Matt
Visker, measured Planck's constant.
"A lot of technology we use today is built on
types of experiments as done in the past," says Dr.
John Zwart. "We wouldn't have computers, calculators or television screens without these past experiments."
While the class was given a list of experiments
to work with, the directions were less than a "cookbook," and the guidelines were less specific because
of the upper-level status of the course. Kuiper and
Visker enjoyed having more freedom with their
experimenting
as opposed to the step-by-step
instructions they were given in lower level courses.
However, when the directions are less specific, the
incidence of errors occurring in an experiment
increases; one-third of the class experienced difficulties or undesirable results from their experiments.
Kuiper believes that this was a learning process:
"Though we didn't achieve accurate results, that was
not the primary point. It was also important that we
learned from our errors and learned good experimenting. Overall we're pleased with the knowledge
and insight we gained by struggling through the
experiments."
While the students in this course have always
been required to conduct experiments, the idea of
using posters to display their information, rather
than a written report, is new. Zwart, who teaches this
class, wanted the students to use this approach, as
posters are becoming- a popular tool in which scientists share their information. "We also thought tbe
posters would be a good way to raise visibility of the
course and what the students are doing," says Zwart.
"We should enjoy the fruits of their labors."

-WIILD NEWS amFires threaten Californians
Fires rage from the Mexican border to the SUburbs north
of Los Angeles. The area is vulnerable to fires because of the
many dead trees infested by bark beetles.
A state of emergency was declared in Los Angeles, San
Bernardino, San Diego and Ventura counties.
One fire is due to a lost hunter who set off a signal fire.
Another fire near San Diego started Sunday. One man was
seen Saturday morning throwiog something into roadside
brush that caught fire, then he and a companion fled io a van,
officials said.
Already, 13 people have died and more than 800 homes
have been destroyed. These are the worst fires in California
in 10 years.

Committee
plans
Dordt's future
Jasper Lesage with Diana Hoogerhyde
Student Forum Press Secretary
Dordt College is at a crossroad, with significant challenges and exciting opportunities before us. Each and every
student belongs within this crossroad, being affected by the
decisions that must be made for the future of a vibrant and
progressing community. Now, the student body is specifically invited to participate in examining Dordt's vision and
implementation of the pursuit to foster and reflect stewardIy discipleship in every area. A rough outline is sketched
here of the current Strategic Plan draft, with an invitation to
more thoroughly examine the plan later through available
copies and scheduled discussions.
About a year ago, the Board of Trustees asked its
Institutional Planning Committee to review the college's
mission and develop a vision and strategies for the next ten
years. On October 1 of this year, the committee presented a
version of this Strategic Plan to four separate groups: student forum, faculty, staff, and the trustees.
The plan begins with a rewording of the mission statement. It strikes a balance between the historic reformational roots of Dordt College and the need to communicate the
meaningful depth behind such a foundation to a new audience of people interested in the mission of an institution
with solid biblical roots.
The rewording of the mission statement is necessary
because the constituency of Dordt College is changing significantly, which the report outlines in terms of the campus,
in other similar constituencies and in the larger world.
Dordt College must bring its educational mission to a rapidly changing world, remaining faithfully grounded in a
biblical worldview.
We expect that ten years from now we will:
• Be a mission-driven center for reformational
thinking and scholarship.
.
• Be recognized for academic quality, kingdom
service and a vibrant Christian community.
• Have an expanded presence beyond NW Iowa to
North America and around the world.
• Have a financial structure and resources that can
sustain our mission and programs.
Based on the mission and the vision, sensitive to the
environment in which we operate as an educational institution, the committee recommended the following strategies:
• Strengthen our leadership role in K-16+
education.
• Invest in strategically important academic
programs.
• Cultivate new and existing relationships with
key constituencies.
• Develop a vibrant and supportive learning
community.
• Sustain the resources of Dordt College.
The strategic planning. committee is interested in student reactions to several elements of the plan:
• The need for and plan to review and revise the
general education program.
• The relationship between residential and academic
life.
• Developing a model for co-curricular programs.
• Stewardship of resources within the cost of tuition
and number of allotted credit hours per student.
A call is placed on the student body to contribute a proactive voice in changes that must be acknowledged and
made for the future direction of our institution. We have
planned several open forums with students on these topics.
Watch the Today for further announcements. Please direct
questions to Jasper Lesage, Curtis Taylor or your Student
Forum representatives.
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Diamond Staff

ormer
Dear Mistaken,

DearJ.J.Who's this guy named B.J.
Haan? Somebody told me he was
the president of Dordt College
way back when; and then somebody else told me he plays basketball for varsity. I mean, I guess
he's a decent player but why did
they have to go and name the auditorium after him?
-Mistaken
Identity
in
Covenant

Is it really so hard to believe
that a former president of Dordt
College is able to engage in intervarsity athletics? Is this beyond
the stretches of the imagination?
Of course it is. Let's not kid ourselves. There are indeed, not one,
not two, but three BJ. Haan's in
the area, two of them connected to
Dordt.
The first and foremost B. J.
Haan, the great founding father of
Dordt College and after whom the
auditorium is named is Bernard
John Haan I. Haan I was in born in
1917 andas a Sioux Center Pastor
began to see a need for a teacher's
junior college in the Midwest,
which he started in the early
1950s. It was BJ. Haan I under
whose watchful eye Dordt swelled

from 35 students to over 1200
from 1955 to 1978. He retired in
1982. B. 1. Haan I is also famous
for being on the cover of LIFE
Magazine as the guy who didn't
want Sioux Center to have a cinema. B. 1. Haan I passed away on
December 8, 1994.
The second is his son is Rev.
Bernard John 11, who pastors Faith
CRC in Sioux Center; the third is
B. 1. II's son, Brandon James
Haan, who is in his second year at
Dordt as a Elementary Education
Major with a middle school
endorsement. "I would guess the
main reason they [my parents]
switched my name to Brandon, is
just because it's a temporary
name. I'm pretty happy my name
is not Bernard, says B. J. III.
"Especially now that I'm in college, a lot of the people that I meet

know the building and say stuff
like, 'Hey, is that named after a
you?' -just kind of joking. It gets a
little old; it gets asked a lot." B. J.,
who plays varsity basketball as
well as baseball, says he remembers his grandfather would occasionally play catch with the football.
So that's the story. No former
Presidents are going out for basketball; their grandsons are. If you
think President Zylstra could make
the soccer team, give me a call:
] 've got a bridge in San Francisco
I'd like to sell you. Cheap! I'll
even throw in a pair of boxing
gloves signed by former President
Hulst.

Send in your
questions and
comments to
diamond@dordt.edu!
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LIBERTY &

Government
abuses of private
property abound

r:~_

Peter Anderson
Staff Writer

someone may not voluntarily give his or
her money to fund an abortion or a road?
In fact individuals may and often do such
things; however, we would not know in
Editor's note: due to over-zealous what proportions or to what extent money
would be given because taxes are not volediting of last issue's column, the author
does not feel the Diamond correctly rep- untary.
If one thinks taxes are a voluntarily
resented his views. This week, we reprint
transfer of property for services, than all
the article without "corrections" and give
you Peter Anderson in all his unedited they need to do stop paying them and there
should be no consequences other than
and uncensored glory.
being deprived of various government
services. However, in addition to being
By now the casual observer is familiar
deprived of such services a prison term
with the allegations against Kobe Bryant.
Basically he is accused of violating a often ensues. The only way one can consistently justify that taxes and the like are
young woman's individual property rights.
not theft is if they concede the government
If he did what he is accused of, Bryant
owns all bodily and physical property. If
forced this woman to do something with
this is true there is no controversy. There
her bodily property that she otherwise
is now nothing wrong with forcing somewould not have done.
It appears that
Kobe's ultimate crime was not being a one to serve in the military or fund something they find morally reprehensible
member of the government for whom
because government officials would own
property rights violations are commoneveryone and everything and be able to
place.
dispose of their property as they see fit.
At first glance, this is an absurd and
This stance is untenable because govoutrageous position because government
ernment
employment
does not create
decrees have not legalized the horrific act
supra-individuals
with
rights
above and
of raping a woman. However, government
beyond
those
of
any
other
individual.
This
action constantly includes some type of
stance
can
be
consistent
only
if
such
bodily or property rights infringement.
"rights" apply to all. Therefore when one
For example, state action has included
individual has the "right" to steal, rape, or
theft (taxation), attempted murder (the
murder
then every individual has these
CIA's attempts to assassinate Castro), and
rights. If we are to accept these concluinvoluntary servitude (the military draft).
sions, then force is the only determinant of
In such cases, individuals in the governjustice;
voluntary associations and the volment are compelling someone to do someuntary transfer of property are irrelevant,
thing with their body or physical goods and anything Kobe Bryant is alleged to
under threat of punishment - which they
have
done is justifiable.
would not have done. How do we know

--The Diamond is published by students of
Dordr College to present and discusss events n
campus and beyond.
-Opinions expressed are not necessarily the
view of The Diamond or of Dordt College, but
represent the views of individual writers.
_·Aay·,ojgned-lelWs, ~or·opinions

are wfecome. Contributions must be recieved
at least one week in advance. The Diamond
reserves the right to edit or refuse publication

of any contribution. Send contributions to:
Diamond
Dordt College
Sioux Center, lA
51250
or
diamond@dordt.edu
Also, log on to our new web page at
http://diamond.dordt.edu

Golf for guys,
only? Get out!
Dear Editor,
In
Marcus
Roskamp's
September 26th edition of "Life on
the Outside" he states that the name
of game we now call "golf"
orginated
"from a new game
invented
m
Scotland
called
'Gentlemen
Only,
Ladies
Forbidden'.
Thus the word golf
was introduced as an acronym into
the English language".
The entymology of the word
golf actually comes from an old
Dutch word "kolf" or "kolve"
meaning "club". The word was
passed on to Scotland (often credited as the home of modem golf)
where variations included "golve",
gowI", "gowf", and "gouf" and
finally became our modem word
golf sometime in the 15th Century.
All three of the following
sources seem to support this entymology of the word Golf. The
first reference listed even makes
mention of Mr. Roskamp's definition suggesting that it is a widely
held understanding of the history
of the word, but an incorrect one.
--Michael Ten Haken
http://golf.abollt.com/cslhistoryofgolf/alhist-2;olfword.htm
http://www.golfing-scotland.com/history.asp#l
http://www.britishgolfmuseum.co.ukfhtmVfaq.html
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Gotta
Dollar?

Buckets of
financial aid

Kim Lucier
Staff Writer

Row woura you
spend a dollar?

How does Dordt compare
with other Iowa colleges?

"I would spend the dollar on laundry."
-Michelle Abee (Senior)

Kim Haburn
Staff Writer

"I'd spend it at
WinnaVegas."
-Don Groen (Senior)
"I'd buy a Cherry Coke."
-David Vander Tuin
(Senior)
"I would use it to put
gas in my car."
-Allen Hubers (Junior)
"I would give it to the
editor of the DIAMOND
for his hard work."
-Calvin Kuiper (Junior)

A·rtist an d pro f essor J a k e Van W y k h opes h'IS crea t'Ion Sara
will challenge Dordt's community in thier lives of service.

Get the Gift
Nathan Vander Wilt
Staff Writet
Most students see it every
time they go to the classroom
building. Some students know it is
called "The Gift." How many

know what it means?

I would buy a
Bulterfinger."
-Stephanie Schippers
(Junior)
"I would get some ice
cream and share it with
my dog."
-Amanda Van Zanten
(Junior)
"I would buy a bottle of
Mountain Dew."
-Brian Vander Ley
(Junior)
"I would use it for collection on Sunday."
-Derek Imig
(Sophomore)
"I'd invest it!"
-Sarah Snieder
(Sophomore)
"I would get flip-flops at
Wal-Mart."
-Erin Cooper
(Freshman)

Prins

The monument that stands
outside the classroom building's
main entrance is a fulfilled dream
of Professor Jake Van Wyk, who
works in Dordt's Art Department.
The concept and design alone
took over two years to complete.
Van Wyk was endorsed by the
Dordt
Art
Committee,
and
received technical support from
two professional artists in Des
Moines. But the work is his own.
The ideas behind the project, and
their manifestation
within the
sculpture, came through Van Wyk
alone.
The sculpture itself is a conglomeration of clay, cement, steel
and tile. A large human figure
rises from a rock foundation, bolstered by a specialized blue and
white mosaic. The figure is surrounded by collapsing pillars,
rusting steel ribs and a bed of
flowering annuals (as well as a
few volunteer trees). The piece,
taken as a whole, is very abstract.
The figure, though reminiscent of
a Renaissance statue, is not entirely realistic. The figure is androgynous, neither male nor female,
and the clay that forms the torso is
deeply marred.
The statue is aesthetically
pleasing, if one isn't too bashful
to look at it. Unlike some modem
art, the sculpture doesn't stop at
being merely interesting to look

''ll'

at. Professor Van Wyk intended
for each element of the sculpture
to have significance beyond its
visual purpose. "The Gift" as a
whole, suggests "doing our best
work, devoted to a life of service."
It presents a human being offering
that gift up to God, confidently
and humbly.
The figure, which can be
taken to represent the Dordt
College community, rests on a
rock that is fitted with a stained
glass window. The window's
design was taken from a church in
the Netherlands. This acknowledges the Dutch heritage that this
college grew out of - a past that is
now slowly being broken off. The
rock, or the Church as a whole,
both supports and holds back the
figure.
The sculpture has many similar contrasts. The Roman-style
columns to the figure's right represent humanism. Man's accomplishments are the brightest arid
most beautiful parts of the sculpture, yet are crumbling under their
own weight. The figure is surrounded by decaying metal rings.
The world, passing away, still
holds us down. The figure has
been deeply scarred emotionally
and physically. But we have not
been defeated, and still make an
impact in our fields of study while
reaching up to God.
The statue focuses on our
works. We are saved by grace
alone, but we are still called to
live a life of service to Christ.
Professor Van Wyk shows the
hope he has for fallen man - that
when we offer works done out of
faith and in love, God will accept
them.

number into the amount Grinnell
has allotted for financial aid, and
the average
student
receives
$14,971.98 in aid. This means that
about 48 percent of a student's
Students at Dordt College
tuition is covered by financial aid.
already know that they're attending
Grand View College in
one of the best comprehensive colleges in the Midwest. According to Des Moines, Iowa, has varying
costs, depending on the style of resU.S. News and World Report,
idence the student chooses, but the
Dordt ranks 13th out of more than
average cost is about $20,000.
one hundred comprehensive colMore
than $16 million in financial
leges in the Midwest.
aid
was
given out last year, with the
But how does Dordt stack up
average
package totaling $17,730.
against other private colleges and
Grand
View's
financial aid covers
universities in Iowa when it comes
88
percent
of
a student's costs.
to financial aid? Dordt ranks fifth
G ran
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Vie
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colleges listenrollment
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All the
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college webPercentage of Students Re(eWing Aid
$20,170.
sites report a
The average
certain
percentage received some kind of financial aid package is $12,000,
which covers 59 percent of a stufinancial aid, none identify exactly
dent's costs. Since 95 percent of
what kind of aid is offered.
Dordt's students receive aid, that
Since most of the colleges
means
about
1,235
students
compared are of similar size and
received some kind of financial aid.
cost as Dordt, Dordt can be considDordt awards aid to its
ered average in the way of financial
aid being offered to its students. To students with federal grants and
loans, scholarships and employhighlight the differences between
the colleges, let's focus on the ment. The amount of aid awarded
highest and lowest percentages on is determined by how much the
parents of the student can be
the graph.
Grinnell
College
in expected to pay. This amount is
Grinnell, Iowa, costs $31,060 oversubtracted from the total cost of
education giving the total for finanall per year and has allotted $18.7
cial need. Total fees minus the
million for financial aid. Grinnell's
amount of financial aid a student
enrollment is about 1,420, and
receives equals the actual amount
since 88 percent receive financial
required
for a year at Dordt
aid, that means 1,249 students
receive financial aid. Divide this
College.
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Schelling serves Dordt College
students as bicycle specialist
Carl Van Stryland
Staff Writer
Nestled quietly on the west side of the
railroad tracks on Southwest Ninth Street,
John A. Schelling has been serving the communities of Sioux Center and Dordt College
since 1984 with his bicycle shop, Country
Bikes & Produce.
Each year, a number of Dordt students
arrive outside his shop, marking the beginning of the school year, like the falling leaves
mark the changing season.
Schelling was born in Rock Valley and
was a farmer for many years. Fanning, however, wasn't his passion, and he set a goal for
himself to eventually own his own business.
In 1981 he found that business in bicycle
repair.
"1 bought some bikes from a guy in
Doon," said Schelling. " I thought I'd see if!
could put some together, and 1 put them in a
garage sale. Pretry soon, people were bringing their own bikes over to see if I could fix
them. It was tough to learn because I had no
books. It was all experience."
Over the next three years, his bicycle

business on the farm kept growing. In 1984,
Schelling accomplished his goal when he and
his wife Corrie left farming and moved to
Sioux Center to start a full time business.
The move certainly led to a prosperous
business.
His business also gave him a
chance to meet many students, some of
whom became close friends. He remembered one former Canadian student in particular.
"He came to me one day to see if I could
fix his bike," Schelling said. "He came back
three days later, and he just looked terrible.
He was just homesick, so I said, 'Why don't
you come inside?' We talked awhile, had
some lunch, and he was ready to go back.
Through the years, he would come back for
lunch or Sunday dinner every now and then."
Until a couple of years ago, the
Schellings also sold potatoes, tomatoes,
pickles and beans from their garden.
Schelling said he wished he could go back a
few years in time, so he could still work hard
in the garden. Instead, during the summers,
he keeps his garden full of flowers and sunflowers.
While the produce part of his business
has
been
discontinued,
Schelling plans to continue
working hard in his bike
shop.
Although he takes
three months
off from
December to February, the
rest of the year he makes his
way to the shop every
Monday through Saturday.
"Sometimes during the
summer months, people will
bring in a bike that they
think I'll have done in two
weeks, and I'll have it back
Beka Schreur

From March through November, John A.
Schelling can be seen working in his bicycle shop
east of his house every Monday tthrough Saturday.

in a couple days," Schelling
said. "I like to have it done
quickly.

Beka Schreur

John A. Schelling straightens a bicycle wheel in his shop recently.
Schelling has operated Country Bikes and Produce since 1984 and
estimates he sells 30 bikes to Dordt students each year.
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251 N. Main St.
Stylists
-Carmen Mulder
-Paula Oostenink
-Ashley Saer
-Allison Siom

-Alissa Roetman
-Missy Driesen
-Gwen VanRoekel
-Renae Visscher,Owner

Hours: Mon.-Thurs.: 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Fri-Sat.: 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
(712) 722-0008

-Located near the northwest entrance
of the Centre Mall-

7'fie Word" of tlie (])ay
Today's Word: MADNESS
ronunciation: 'mad-ness. Function: noun
efinitions:
1: the quality or state of being mad
: a feeling achieved by a student with too much
omework.
3: PIZZA RANCH'S MONDAY NIGHTS where
ou can get any 2nd medium for 1.99! Or a 2nd Large
or 2.99!
*(Can also be referred to as a Dutch magnet, a cheap
date, or a perfect study break.)
TODAYS WORD OF THE DAY PROUDLY
BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR
SIOUX CENTER PIZZA RANCH.
Jl{ways Supporting qood'11iings, 'Everyday
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My Chinese
teapot
six thumb--deep
cups to sip
sleepy afternoon
when rain
dribbles down
mornmg rays
stretched in
sunny
solitude

Above image: Tongue inspector

10.2003
Joe Hoksbergen
Image on left: Gestural drawing by Marisa Ten
Brink

Layton's

Fossil

Whenever my watch stops,
I get a little scare.
There are dozens of stories,
Maybe thousands,
Of the mantle clock stopping
As an old man dies.
But specifically
I remember
Your watch.
Stopping just days before
the accident.
She first wanted to burry
you
With the propheti.c timepiece on your wrist.
But changed her mind.
And I had to pry the dead
watch
Over your cold bloated hand.

two, three, four,
five, six
faces grinning
in a circle
Margaret Den Boer

10/2003

Left: Poem
De Vries
Background

by Laremy

info on poem:

One day, in fact it
was Friday Sept. 26, I
was listening to
Garrison Keillor's
"Writer's Almanac" on
NPR and there was this
poem by T.S. Eliot
about his great aunt's
death and something
suddenly struck me as
I looked to see what
time it was. I just
looked at my watch and
began to remember my
older brother Layton's
death in an auto accident almost three
years ago and I wrote
a poem. That is the
way the mi nd works, at
least mine. It takes a
lifetime to work out
the trauma. The poem
is also appropriate
because the great Jack
Kerouac repeatedly
said that the only
true subject of poetry
is death.
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Check
this
out!
Jason Mulder
Staff Writer

Jeremy Camp wi
Telecast
Fri, Oct.
31,7:30 pm
Rowenhorst Student
Center(Northwestern
College), Orange
City, IA FREE
EVENT!
Price is Trite
Sat,
Nov. 1, 7:30 pm BJH
Nick~lbac~_Thu,
,,~roV",

'".

Center, Minneapolis,
MN
Chevelle Sat, Nov.
13, The Quest Club,
Minneapolis, MN
Fall Concert Tue,
Nov. 18, 7:30 pm
BJH
Five Iron Frenzy wi
Bleach Tue, Nov.
18, 6:30 pm 7 Flags
Event Center, Clive,
IA

Trans-Siberian
Orchestra Wed,
Nov. 19,7:30 pm
Omaha Music Hall,
Omaha, NE

Have an event that
you would like posted?
Email
jsnmldr@dordt.edu
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ELLIOTT SMITH (1969-2003)

Mike Van Seek
Staff Writer

Movie Review Movie rview Movie Review Movie Review

A scene in the film The Royal Tenenbaums
goes something like this: the screen, shrouded in
blue, depicts a quiet, charming character who has
CNN is calling it a "live- action comic just found out that his adopted sister (whom he is
book." One of my friends described it as "a in love with) has been having numerous affairs
simple, yet compelling story line." I say I with men outside of her marriage. After hearing
liked it. Quentin Tarrentino's fourth film, the news, he is overcome with an opaque sadness
Kill Bill, is amazing. The attention to detail is and leaves in disgust - nauseated, dejected, and
amazing. When it was done, I wanted to just dreary.
What follows is a short montage, which
talk and talk about it with the people tbat I
saw it with. You need to know three things shows rapid clips of him as he locks himself in the
bathroom, stares intensely into his own eyes in the
before (or even if) you watch this movie.
First, it is violent. The violence mirror, and begins cutting off all of his hair. He
is very graphic. It is startling-which
vio- shaves his beard, shaves his head, shaves his eyelence is supposed to be. Let me be the first, brows, and whispers softly "I am going to kill
He pauses, then frantically
second and third person to tell you, there are myself tomorrow."
images which I cannot get out of my head. If slits his wrists with the razor, falling backwards
you don't like violence, or struggle with it, against the wall as his blood seeps out, turning red
then I suggest strongly that you not watch as it meets the air. All of this transpires as Elliott
this movie. With that in mind, if you are a lit- Smith's 'Needle in the Hay' saturates the backtle jaded like me, or are open to seeing some ground, One cannot help but wonder if this was
at all similar to the scene of Elliott's own death
blood, watch this movie.
Second, this film was last Tuesday - when he was found with a singular
d' e~
y:
uentin knife wound to the che~ the victim of an apparTarrentino. This means that things are ent suicide.
Smith, 34, has struggled with many drug and
a little "out there," This means that while
you like the film, you may hate the subject alcohol addictions in his shortlived career, and all
of his music is filled with an inherent sadness that
matter. Just like his past films, Tarrentino
doesn't explain what is all going on. I feel begs to bring the listener closer to the desolation
like be doesn't have too. While some people that he must have surely felt. Born in Omaha, NE
might want to know how or why Uma in 1969, he began to gain significant recognition
Thurman's character is trying to kill Bill, or
how she got involved in an assassination
squad, it's really not that important, just that
she is. Now what is she going to do?

Jack Maatman
Staff Writer

after recording his second album in 1995 - a self
titled LP released by the noteworthy Wasbington
label, Kill Rock Stars. Around 1997 he composed
several tracks for the film Good Will Hunting,
including 'Miss Misery', which received an Oscar
nomination for best original song. He followed
that success with three more masterpieces: 1997's
Either/Or, 1998's XO, and 2000's Figure 8 - each
critically acclaimed, and collectively enough to
garner a rabid cult following.
Smith's gentle, acoustic brand of baroque pop
music has oft been compared to the distanced, disconnected folk ballads of Nick Drake, who died
prematurely in 1974 of an overdose of antidepressents (some believe Drake's death was suicide
as well, although it has never been proven).
Smith's intimate arrangements
and intricate
melodies render the portrait of a man who has
long struggled with his own addictions and sadness. His poignant, brooding lyrics are strikingly
heavy; weighed down with an overtly dark edge,
which, when contrasted to the relatively pretty
(albeit somber) tone of the music, creates an emotionally dissonant mood - confronting the listener
with the glimpse of a sad, relinquished human
being,
Prior to his death, Smith had been recording
his sixth studio alb!!!!!, From A Basement On The
Hill, which was reportedly close to completion
(and, if this situation is at all similar to other
recent tragedies in the music business, fans can
expect to see it released shortly, along with a complete box set, several greatest hits compilations,
and plenty of unreleased tracks).
Elliott will be missed by many.

Jeremy's Corner

Lastly, I think the audience
should know that this movie is really
an epic movie split into two parts. The part
that is in theaters right now is Volume One.
Volume Two is set to be released in February.
I don't think you should be thinking the
whole time while you are watching, "when is
it going to end; is it now? How about now?"
The people you are in the theatre with might
get annoyed. But you do need to remember
that it is going to end prematurely. We
won't know until next year the end of the
story. We won't know ifUma does kill Bill
until then.
If you feel like you can handle some gore, I still recommend this movie.
I look at it just as I'd look at Lord of The
Rings, I believe that the ring corrupts Frodo,
and that it corrupts those he's traveling with.
I don't tbink that in real life a ring can do that
to people, but it might be symbolic of something (some say money ... ). I think that the
revenge and violence, if you feel you can
handle it, might be symbolic of something.
I'm not sure what that is, I'd love to talk
about it but then we'd both have to have seen
the movie.
To sum it all up: watch Kill Bill.
I can't be that demanding, but I really think
this movie is worthwhile. If violence really
bothers you, or if it is something that you
know you can't handle very well, then you
can skip this one. Kill Bill is a stylish, epic,
simple story. I hope you enjoy.

I hate it when my foot falls asleep during the
day cause I know it will be up all night.

DORDT COLLEGE L19RARY
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
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LIFE
ON
THE
OUTSIDE
Marcus Roskamp
Staff Writer
The Florida Marlins defeated
the New York Yankees
on
Saturday to win their second
World Series title in seven years.

Josh Beckett, who pitched a fivehit shutout in the deciding game
six, was named series MVP. This

series marks the first time that the
Yankees have been eliminated
from a post season series at
Yankee Stadium since 1981 when
the Dodgers defeated them on
their home turf. The Marlins won
the series in six games despite
being outscored 21-1 7 by the
Yankees.
The NBA season is now
underway and the early favorite to
win it all is the San Antonio
Spurs. The Spurs will face stiff
competition from other contenders
in
the
Western
Conference including the Los
Angeles
Lakers,
Dallas
Mavericks,
Minnesota
Timberwolves and Sacramento
Kings. The Detroit Pistons are
favored to win the Eastern
Conference, with their biggest
competition being the New Jersey
Nets.
The Tampa Bay Lightning
are off to a strong 6-0 start in the
NHL's Southeast Division. Other
division leaders include the New
York Islanders, Boston Bruins,
Detroit Red Wings, Vancouver
Canucks and Dallas Stars. Keep
an eye on the Philadelphia Flyers,
as they are favored to come on
strong in the coming weeks.

The Kansas City Chiefs are
the only unbeaten team left in the
NFL. The Chiefs improved their
record to 8-0 with a win over the
Buffalo Bills. Priest Holmes ran
for three touchdowns in the 38-5
pounding of the Bills.
Tiger Woods and Vijay Singh
are in a race for the money title on

the PGA tour. Singh has an
advantage over Tiger in the fact
that Singh is playing in two more
tournaments while Tiger is only
playing in one. Woods does not
seem to care about the money
title. According to Woods, he
would much rather be named
player of the year than win the
money title.

New ice: great hockey
The All Seasons Center provides an advantage, heightens hockey experience
Andrea Dykshoorn
Staff Wnter
The Dordt Blades played for
the first time on Friday of Parent's
Weekend in the new All Season's
Center. The Blades defeated the
University of North em Iowa 5-1 in
a virtually spotless performance.
Nine hundred
fans were
packed into the newest addition to
the hockey program,
the All
Season's Center.
Junior Russ

Van Boom

said,

"The All Season's Center is a substantial step forward for Blades
hockey and a huge blessing."
Senior Aaron Terpstra agreed saying,

"We have

three

practices

a

strengthen our team."
Last year practices in Luverne
amounted to a five hour time com-

mitment with travel, but practices
this year in the All Season's Center
are only two hours. The Center has
improved the attendance, support
and interest for hockey from students and the community.
Playoffs are in February at the
All Season's Center. A big goal the
hockey team hopes to accomplish
is to finish

first in their league.

post-season

tournament,

but this

year they hope to have a winning
record

and

become

more

of

a

'team.' The line-up has a lot of
freshmen, which [ am thrilled, but

the street as opposed to driving to

it also means getting to know and
appreciate each other's personali-

Luverne. This gives us much more
ice time, which,
in tum, will

ties and abilities." Freshman Ash
Cahais led the team in the first

week and all we do is walk across

\

Coach Van Niejenhuis said, "Last
year the team placed fourth in the

Lois Garrett

Hockey players chase down a loose puck at a recent Dordt
Blades hockey game in the new All Season's Center.
game against UNI with three goals.
The Blades are built upon
many great qualities. Senior Matt
Tinsley said, "I would say that we
are one of the most united teams on

campus. We are all friends, for the
most part, and hang out all the
time. We know how to joke around
and have fun and still play good
hockey."

Athletic budget: significant part of tuition cost
Seth Shannon
Guest Writer
With the cost of education at
about $20,000 per year-and
rising-students
should be interested
in how their tuition dollar is being
spent. Athletics is one aspect of this
spending. Dordt College spent
nearly $612,000 in the 2001-2002
school year so that 224 students
could play sports.
Softball is Dordt's most expen-

less per player. Athletic Director
Rick Vander Berg attributed the
higher cost of baseball and softball
to the teams' spring break tripsboth teams went to Florida that
year. Volleyball is the only other
team costing more than $1000 per
player when revenue is included.
The men's and women's basketball
teams cost $750 and $850 per player, respectively,

revenue.

after considering

The cheapest

sport per

than

participant is men's tennis, at $350

$28,000 per year. Baseball and vol-

per player. The average total cost
per athlete is more than $900.

sive

sport,

costing

more

leyball are the next most expensive,

each at about $25,000. The least
pricey

sport

is tennis,

with

the

men's team spending $3,400 and
the women spending $3,600. The
total operating costs for all sports
came to nearly $207,000 in 20012002.
These numbers can also be
broken down based on cost per participant. Softball is still the most
costly at $1,400 per player and
baseball checks in at about $100

The price tags on these sports
do not include
financial
aid,
recruiting,
or coaches'
salaries.

More than $20,000 was charged as
recruiting expenses,

and more than

$130,000 went toward coaches'
paychecks. The total amount of
financial aid given to student athletes was more than $265,000
(This figure does not include schol-

Iwas recently "enlightened" to
he true reasons why the Dordt
Lady Defenders did not participate
in this year's MidnightMadness.
So I'll share my new found wisdom
with those of you who questioned it
as well.

President Carl Zylstra says the
reason for athletic spending is to
enhance the overall atmosphere on
campus. Few doubt that sports add
a little spice to Dordt's campus.
Even though student admission to
these events

is free, students

must

Although these figures may
seem large, Dordt spends less than
other schools within the GPAC
conference and is still able to
remain

competitive.

Zylstra

says,

however, that while the college is
comfortable
with the current
spending, it will probably not

arships given to students who were

still account for the spending by the
athletic teams, whether they realize

either cut or who quit the team).

it or not.

the Dordt athletic teams.

team), which does not allow for
very many subs, unlike the men's
team where the varsity and junior
varsity participated.
Thirdly, of the fifteen eligible
Lady Defenders, nine play other
fall sports, so injury was something
that didn't need to be risked (and
kudos to you nine that pull doubledutyl).
So let's do the math. Fifteen
varsity players minus nine who
play other fall sports (and can't
play basketball until that other fall

season is over) equals six players
for the Lady Defenders to start the
season with (if all goes weIl in soc
cer and voIleybaU). Six players
minus five starters equals one sub
To phrase it differently, six players
equals tired legs.
As Isee it, the Lady Defenders
deserved a night off so as not to
tire themselves out at the beginning
of the season. The Lady Defender
have a big task in front of them.
Good luck and ynu have my
prayers.

Quick Hits
Rachel Volkers
ASSIstant Sports Editor

Sara Prins

Athletic equipment, which is replaced for safety reasons as
soon as wear and tear sets in, is part of the budget at Dordt.

First of all, Midnight Madness
was started by the men's basketball
program here at Dordt and they
have graciously invited the Lady
Defenders to participate, which
they have done in the past couple
of years.
Secondly, the Lady Defenders
have only fifteen eligible players
(the normal amount .for a varsity

increase its monetary allowance

for

